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IEEE 802 REFLECTOR POLICIES
Current status

- EC reflector – subscription is moderated but no one has been turned down
- Most WGs and TAGs
  - Anyone can join
- Exceptions
  - 802.3 Announcement WG reflector – sending moderated and used for announcements, only attendees can join
  - 802.11 attendance at 1 meeting required to join, anyone can view archive
  - 802.11 read only reflector anyone can join – receives all posts from 802.11 WG reflector
  - 802.15 voters reflector – only voters
  - 802.22 did not report
Proposed policy

- Policy for reflector behavior/subscriber responsibilities should be documented
- Reflectors should be open
  - Most already are
  - Allow a moderated reflector for announcements to keep volume down for those monitoring?